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Dear Friends and Supporters:
What is it that sets the management of funds in The Salvation Army apart from other institutions? It is the purpose
of our ministry of money: to faithfully manage the resources God has entrusted to us in the Eastern Territory in
ways that help the local, divisional and territorial commands to fulfill their goal of “Doing the Most Good” in their
various programs and ministries. That is what this report is about!
Our donor support continued its positive trend from the prior year, recognizing the increase in need caused by
the large number of unemployed, as we struggled with the effects of the Pandemic, caused by the COVID-19 virus.
We thus are heartened by the results of our conservative, defensive investment posture which provides comfort
to those who support The Salvation Army, knowing that their gifts to the Army continue to grow over time, thus
preserving the purchasing power of each donation.
The investment performance for 2020 was very positive. The Eastern Territory’s portfolio returned 10.7% for
the annual period ended December 31, 2020. The total assets under management were in excess of $2.4 billion.
Over $150 million of earnings and realized gains were returned to operations in support of our programs across
the territory. Details on these investments are found in the back pages of this report, along with the investment
policy and financial and investment objectives of the territory. We invest the funds that are entrusted to our care
in ways that are socially responsible, and in compliance with The Salvation Army’s Social Restriction Investment
guidelines. We do not permit investments in companies that derive more than 10% of their revenue from the
manufacture, sale, or distribution of alcohol, tobacco, gaming, pornography, or munitions, nor in companies
whose business may cause serious harm to the environment. We seek to invest only in those companies and
industries that support the building up of the human condition, and positive living.
As you examine this report, you will see some outstanding examples of people and places that embody The
Salvation Army. In 2020, the Eastern Territory was called upon to engage in relief efforts as a result of the Global
Pandemic. Those efforts seek to provide comfort, and a sense of normalcy and hope. These efforts are continuing
into 2021. Our regular programs and ministries have continued for families in need, children who benefited from
camp programs, assistance to at-risk youth, and many others.
We look to the future with confidence that God will enable us to continue reaching out in the communities we
serve to meet human needs.
Sincerely,

The Salvation Army's music and arts programs teach people of all ages how to sing,
play instruments, dance, and act. All for the glory of God and the blessing of others.
Whether it's playing in a Salvation Army brass band or praise band, singing in a
choir, performing on the stage—The Salvation Army provides participants with a
lifetime of fulfillment through music and arts excellence with spiritual purpose.
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Commissioner William A. Bamford
Territorial Commander
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Lt. Colonel Hubert S. Steele III
Secretary for Business Administration
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WHO WE ARE

WHO WE ARE
THE GIFT OF GIVING
THE SALVATION ARMY, established in 1865 as an evangelical part of the
universal Christian church, has been supporting people in need in His name
without discrimination for more than 130 years in the United States. We
are dedicated to being a highly effective manager and wise investor of our
financial resources. Clarity and transparency in our fiscal practices must be
matched by a continued devotion to the promise inherent in the statement
“Doing the most good.” Nearly 30 million Americans receive assistance from
The Salvation Army each year through the broadest array of social services
that range from providing food for the hungry, relief for disaster victims,
assistance for the disabled, outreach to the elderly and ill, clothing and
shelter to the homeless, and opportunities for underprivileged children.
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A FAITHFUL DONOR

The Salvation Army in Western
Pennsylvania is blessed to have a friend
like Carl. He began his relationship with
us many years ago, giving annually
to important programs. Whenever
we have special fundraising drives
that include a matching gift option,
he jumps on board to get others
to support us. A few years back he
informed us that he had included The
Salvation Army in his estate plan and
he has consistently donated to our Gift
Annuity Program.
Carl truly cares about our work in his
community and wants it to continue for
years to come. He is the first to call us
with ideas or information that he thinks
will help us to care for those in need.
He just doesn’t make donations to a
worthy cause; he partners with us to
get the job done!
According to Carl, “I started making
annual gifts to the Salvation Army
shortly after my college graduation.
I had always admired their work in
seeking to help those in need around
the world, but I was also specifically
interested in donating because my
cousin was working at that time at a
corps location in New England. During
the four decades since then, I have
focused on supporting organizations
that provide food, clothing, shelter,
medical/dental care, and other
necessities of life. I try where possible
to give to Christian organizations,
because I want others to learn about
the love of Jesus in addition to having
their physical needs met. The Salvation
Army has continued to be one of my

favorite charities because it is both a
church and a social service provider,
and because it has continuously
refused to compromise its beliefs
despite worsening societal pressures.
After I had successful cancer surgery
five years ago, it became clear to
me that I needed to think about my
estate plans in addition to making
annual gifts. I concluded that Salvation
Army charitable gift annuities were a
good way to receive income during
my life, while getting a current
charitable income tax deduction and
guaranteeing that my support for the
Salvation Army will continue far into
the future. I would encourage annual
donations and/or planned gifts now
by others. Even though the worst of
COVID-19 appears to be over in the U.S.,
the effects of COVID-19 will continue
to be felt throughout the world for
many years to come, and governments
cannot provide all of the assistance
that will be needed.

A LASTING IMPRESSION

Cherished childhood memories
greatly influenced Dr. Stacia A. Straley
(1937–2016) to include a gift to the
Salvation Army in her will and name
the organization as the beneficiary of
her retirement accounts. As a child
Stacia’s family lived in an apartment
building in the suburbs of New York
City. She befriended a girl living in an
apartment upstairs. She often visited
the girl’s family, who were British,
and always considered them to be an
example of how a real family should
be. It was World War II and she recalled
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fondly how they always had a bowl of
chocolates. Her friend’s parents were
Salvation Army officers. It impressed
her that the mother put on a ‘suit’ each
day and went to work. Stacia realized
there were opportunities for women
outside of the home and she too could
have dreams for her future.
Stacia had a difficult home life
growing up and the relationships
within provided many bitter memories
for her. As she shared about past
events her tone was harsh and cold.
As soon as her conversation steered
to her interactions with the Salvation
Army her manner would become
calm and a smile would come to her
face. She often would think back to
the Salvationists, their kindness, and
role modeling as good parents. These
memories would keep her going as she
grew up and she would never forget
their positive influence on her life.
As soon as she finished high school,
Stacia went off to college and eventually
completed her PhD in political science.
An exciting opportunity came along
and Stacia became a clerk at the
International Court at the Hague. She
loved working internationally and
having experiences that she once
never thought would be possible for a
woman. Upon her retirement from the
U.S. State Department as a Director of
International Law, she returned to the
United States and settled in Ohio to
teach Political Science and International
Law at Muskingham University.
Throughout her life Stacia always
desired to have a family of her own
and relationships such as those she
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WHO WE ARE
A SIGN OF HOPE
had witnessed as a child through her
experiences with the Salvation Army.
While this was not in God’s plan for
Stacia, she still had a strong desire to
have a positive impact on the lives of
children living in difficult situations.
The Dr. Stacia A. Straley Endowment,
established through her estate gifts,
is her legacy and how she decided
to make a difference in the lives of
others in the Central Ohio area. This
fund provides financial support for
programs or services for children and
families with children.

GIVING A HAND UP

Richard Sitnik has had a remarkably
successful life and he is now doing
something remarkable through
The Salvation Army to help others
succeed as well. What’s the definition
of a “hardscrabble life”? When life is
difficult and people are poor, trying
to scratch out a living to survive. That
word fits Richard Sitnik’s early life, the
ninth child of a family of ten, sleeping
on the floor, and working summers at
the muck farms.
A 91 year-old retired business man,
Mr. Sitnik’s detailed memory can
recount the struggling days during the
Depression as the second youngest of
ten children growing up in Eastwood,
NY. The days of working on the muck
fields or at Crucible Steel while his
classmates were still in school are
long gone, but while on his way to
becoming a self-made businessman,
he never forgot.
And now he is able to help others
move from poverty to success as
he did. He’s made a legacy gift to
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Dr. Stacia A. Straley (1937–2016) became a clerk at the International Court at
the Hague. She included a gift to the Salvation Army in her will and named the
organization as the beneficiary of her retirement accounts.

The Salvation Army, Syracuse Area
Services to continue programs and
services to those in need, to provide
a “hand up, not a hand out.” It is the
largest commitment ever made to
support The Salvation Army’s work in
Onondaga County.
“I’ve studied other agencies and all
offer worthy programs, but the wide
range of services that The Salvation
Army provides for kids, runaways,
young mothers and seniors, I felt
donating to the Army would be the
wisest use of my funds,” said Mr. Sitnik.
“They help those in need and prepare
them to be successful.”
“I wanted to show others that over

the course of my life, in spite of difficult
circumstances, working hard since I
was young and becoming successful in
my business, that others could achieve
success too,” he added.
“Mr. Sitnik’s legacy gift is a donation
that will change many, many lives for
years to come,” said Major David Dean,
Director of Operations – Onondaga
County, Syracuse Area Services. “We
are so very humbled by his generosity
to ‘pay it forward’ to help us mend
broken lives. With such a legacy gift
we will be able to help clients grow
and attain self-sufficiency,” he said.
“Sometimes, a hand up is all that’s
needed to turn a life around,” he noted.
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The COVID–19 shutdown caused millions of people to lose their jobs, leaving
them without money to buy food and other provisions and afraid to even leave
their homes. However, in the midst of this crisis The Salvation Army reinvented
itself as a food distribution hub in many communities. All over the United
States, the Army’s familiar white food boxes emblazoned with the red Salvation
Army shield were seemingly everywhere and served as a sign of hope.
“We call them ‘hope boxes.’ We don’t call them food boxes,” said Captain
Kevin Johnson, the corps officer in Lynn, Mass., an area hit particularly hard by
the virus. “We’re providing hope.”
Necessity is said to be the mother of invention and Salvation Army officers,
employees, and volunteers found innovative ways to get those hope boxes into
the hands of hungry people—all while wearing masks, socially distancing, and
staying safe.
Many Salvation Army facilities offered a “contact–free,” drive–thru pickup
option for families. They just drove in, popped the trunk, and watched as
staffers lowered the hope boxes into place. Other locations offered curbside
pickup as would a local restaurant. In other cities, volunteers placed the boxes
on tables and walked away, allowing recipients to get their food without
encountering another person.
The Salvation Army also built relationships with food banks and other
nonprofits and engaged the help of the National Guard. In some cities, state
troopers helped deliver the hope boxes.

The National Guard helps distribute food.

A volunteer makes sandwiches at the height
of the pandemic.

Pedestrians line up to receive food boxes. Salvation Army volunteers
sometimes left food on a table while social distancing or put it in a
recipient’s trunk for them.
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The Salvation Army partners with food banks
and other organizations, making the arrival
of trucks full of food a daily occurrence.
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WHO WE ARE
CONTINUING TO SERVE
A Ministry On The Move

Charles Parkerson, an advisory board member for the Trenton Citadel Corps.

In November 2018, God touched Charles Parkerson’s heart. A Trenton, N.J.,
native and successful businessman, he felt a deep calling to serve his community
through The Salvation Army more than ever before.
“The main reason I got involved is to give back to the community,” Parkerson
says. “I own a business in Trenton and I’m a believer in hands-on volunteering.”
The owner of Capital Fire Protection, the 69-year-old Parkerson said he doesn’t
let his age keep him down.
“The community has always been good to me and I’m a strong believer,
especially in my senior years, that I need to give back to the community and to
people who are less fortunate than myself,” he says. “I’ve been blessed with being
fairly successful. I’ve always had a steady income and I just felt like I’d like to give
back.”
Parkerson, an advisory board member for the Trenton Citadel Corps since 2018
and a faithful bellringer each Christmas, knew that The Salvation Army had a
canteen program which served in the aftermath of 9/11.
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In October 2018, Major Elijah Kahn,
corps officer, decided to start the
“Trenton Citadel Mobile Feeding
Program.”
Parkerson, better known around the
corps as “Charlie,” heard about the
program at an advisory board meeting
and approached the Trenton Rotary
Club about making a commitment
to The Salvation Army to assist the
canteen with at least two Rotarians
every time it went out on its regular
run. The Rotary agreed and in January
2019, commenced the effort.
When Lieutenants Alan and Isabella
Porchetti arrived in Trenton in the
midst of the current pandemic back in
August 2020, Lieutenant Alan noticed
something special about Charlie.
“It was evident that Charlie’s passion
revolved around this wonderful
canteen ministry,” he said.
Every Friday, the canteen workers
serve about 180 meals and give
60 food boxes to the community.
Parkerson said the canteen makes
four stops: two at low-income senior
housing centers and two at street
corners in Trenton.
Parkerson, a Catholic, said the work
is “extremely satisfying” for him.
“These people are so grateful for us
coming out and giving them a meal
and whatever else we manage to
scrounge together,” he said.
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COVID-19 has been a huge challenge for the corps, which had served 16,000
meals as of December, Lieutenant Alan said.
“Ever since COVID-19 started, our numbers have gone up,” he said. “This is the
result of an increased number of individuals and families who are struggling and
considered to be at-risk.

Facing Big Challenges

“However, this ministry was facing a great challenge—our old canteen vehicle
itself. The corps desperately needed a new vehicle that could represent The
Salvation Army and be a mobile place where people could be served with dignity.”
Lieutenant Alan reached out to the New Jersey Division’s Emergency Disaster
Services (EDS), but initially found no funds available. Lieutenant Alan knew he had
to be persistent. As the demand kept on increasing due to COVID–19, Parkerson
and the canteen ministry were committed to serve the community, rain or shine.
“As an officer, I always encourage all those who join our team to persevere.”
Lieutenant Alan said.
Parkerson felt another challenge would be the typical reappointment of corps
officers in August 2020. His biggest fear was that the ministry would disappear.
Lieutenant Alan said, “There is nothing better to know than that we can continue
to serve, even in the midst of a pandemic, in God’s name, every Friday night. When
we pray, God continues to show His faithfulness.”

When God Answers Prayer

After almost four months in Trenton, Lieutenant Alan, Parkerson, and John
Murphy, another Rotarian, received training on how to operate the biggest canteen
in the New Jersey Division. A few days later, Lieutenant Alan received a call from
EDS. More than a “thank you,” the Lieutenants Porchetti, Parkerson, and Murphy
learned that they were getting a new canteen for their faithful ministry—the
canteen they were praying for and so desperately needed.
“There is nothing more fulfilling than to know that we can serve our community
by bringing a warm meal to all those who are facing food insecurity in the current
times,” Lieutenant Alan said. “Yes, COVID-19 has brought many obstacles and
challenges, but it has not stopped us.
“If we can continue to serve in the midst of a pandemic, we can continue to
serve under any other circumstances. That is because God continues to be with us
and continues to be with a faithful Salvation Army.”
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Every Friday, the canteen workers serve
about 180 meals and give 60 food boxes to
the community.

“And not only this, but
we also exult in our
tribulations, knowing
that tribulation brings
about perseverance; and
perseverance, proven
character; and proven
character, hope.”
—Romans 5:3-4
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INVESTMENT
BY
THE NUMBERS
PORTFOLIO

INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO

EASTERN TERRITORY HIGHLIGHTS

8,737,996
3,366,748
1,735,067
1,816,802
1,692,854
630,487
426,336
117,127
42,166
317,531
28,287
12,598
12,996
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meals provided
total people served
received basic social services
toys and gifts distributed
received lodging assistance
received Christmas & Thanksgiving assistance
received adult spiritual development
participate in senior citizens activities
received youth spiritual development
received disaster related assistance

The following sections provide relevant information regarding The Salvation Army
Eastern Territory’s portfolio management, investment objectives, investment
philosophy, and performance. We hope it helps to further your understanding of
this important function within the organization.
The Salvation Army Eastern Territory provides stewardship and prudent
investment of the assets with which it has been entrusted. The Territory has a
rigorous due diligence and asset allocation process for managing and monitoring
its investments. We utilize the professional skills of internal staff, an investment
consultant, more than 40 investment managers, as well as the oversight of an
investment committee and the Board of Trustees.
Thank you for your support and interest in The Salvation Army Eastern Territory,
and in the operation and performance of its investment portfolio. We strive to
maintain a diversified portfolio that will enhance long–term total return while
avoiding undue risk; preserve the inflation–adjusted purchasing power of
the assets; and provide the needed liquidity to support the operations of the
Territory’s programs and services. The Salvation Army Eastern Territory pledges to
continue “Doing the Most Good” with the financial resources it receives.

attended camp
received day care services
received housing assistance
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The Salvation Army Eastern Territory is a member of the Evangelical Council
for Financial Accountability.
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INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO
Introduction
The investment portfolio of The
Salvation Army Eastern Territory (the
Territory) is made up of the pooled
assets of more than 400 operating
units throughout the Territory. These
assets include gifts from wills, trusts,
capital campaigns, planned giving,
and other similar instruments.
The Territory has adopted
investment policies for these assets
that attempt to provide a predictable
stream of funding to programs
supported by the portfolio while
seeking to maintain the purchasing
power of the pooled assets.
These investment policies have
been chosen to provide a reasonable
likelihood of meeting the objectives
outlined in the “Statement of
Financial and Investment Objectives”.
Implementation of these policies will
be directed toward achieving above–
average returns and not toward
maximizing return without regard
to risk.
The Territorial Investment
Committee is charged with carrying
out these policies, reviewing
them regularly, recommending
improvements to the Board of
Trustees as circumstances dictate,
monitoring and evaluating the
performance of the investment
managers, and employing or
terminating investment managers.
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INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO
Investment Philosophy

Statement of Financial &
Investment Objectives
The primary objective of the
investment portfolio is to realize
returns that will support the current
operations of the Territory through a
total return investment strategy and
a spending policy set to maintain—or
ideally, increase—the purchasing
power of its portfolio without putting
the principal value of these funds at
imprudent risk.
The Territory’s spending policy
makes available for distribution
each year 5% of its endowment
fund’s average fair value over the
prior 20 quarters. In establishing this
policy, the Territory considered the
long–term expected return on its
endowment. Accordingly, over the
long term, the Territory expects its
endowment assets to grow at a pace
at least equal to inflation.
The Territory seeks to attain a
designated, minimum average annual
real total return (net of all investment
management fees), as measured over
rolling 10-year periods. To satisfy its
long–term objectives, the Territory
relies on this total return strategy.
Real total return is defined as the
sum of capital appreciation (or loss)
and current income (dividends and
interest) adjusted for inflation as
measured by the CPI (U) index.
Implicit in these objectives is the
goal of preserving and enhancing
the Territory’s inflation–adjusted
purchasing power as well as the
purchasing power of the funding
provided to the Territory’s operations.
Additionally, the Territory must
provide the necessary liquidity to
meet distribution requirements.

The following principles, which
recognize the long–term nature of the
portfolio’s purpose, are significant
factors in the allocation of assets:
• In order to achieve a rate of return
that will support the above–stated
spending policy while protecting
the portfolio from inflation, some
investment risk must be taken in the
management of the portfolio’s assets.

The Territory’s
investment philosophy,
policies, and objectives
are all key elements for
the goal of preserving
and enhancing the
Portfolio, and for
providing a predictable
stream of funding for the
programs it supports.
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•The most effective way to establish
appropriate risk levels for investment
assets is through their allocations (i.e.,
stocks, bonds, and cash).
•T
 here is significant evidence that
long–term investors do not benefit
from attempting to earn returns
through short–term asset class
forecasts or market timing. Therefore,
strategic, long–term asset allocations
have been adopted for the portfolio’s
assets. Over time, the portfolio will
remain invested in percentages that
are fairly close to those called for in its
strategic allocations.

is expected to remain between the
minimum and maximum percentages.
The current asset allocations of
the various asset classes, including
optimal targets and acceptable
operating ranges, are outlined on
pages 16–19.
•T
 he most efficient (efficiency as
defined by the Sharpe Ratio*) rate
of return possible (after investment
expenses) is sought within each
asset class. Investments are well–

diversified by investment style and
strategy. Style/strategy diversification
increases the probability over 3–5 year
periods that the portfolio will achieve
its investment goals and reduce
volatility. The Territory has adopted
specific requirements and restrictions
for each asset class, as described in
the following sections.
*The Sharpe Ratio is a measurement of return
adjusted for volatility.

In 2020,

85¢

of every dollar spent in The
Salvation Army Eastern Territory
went towards program services.

•T
 here are long–term benefits in
diversifying the portfolio’s assets into
a number of different asset classes
and investment strategies. While each
asset class and strategy will be carefully
selected, the focus of each asset class’s
investment process will always be on the
overall portfolio.
•T
 o achieve the long–term benefits of
a widely diversified portfolio, strategic
targets for each asset class in the
portfolio have been adopted. The
portfolio weight for each asset class
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INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO
General Guidelines
Decisions as to individual security
selection, position size, diversification
among industries and issuers, current
income levels, turnover, and other tools
employed by active managers are left
to broad manager discretion, subject
to the usual standards of fiduciary
prudence and applicable guidelines.
No purchase will be made that will
cause more than 5%, at cost, of the
equity component within each asset
class to be invested in the equity
securities of any one issuer. Compliance
with this provision will be monitored
quarterly by the Investment Committee.

Investment Management
Structure & Consultant
Responsibilities
The pooled assets of the portfolio
are managed by external investment
management firms, which are selected
by the Investment Committee with
approval of the Territorial Finance
Council. The Investment Committee
monitors the performance of the
investment managers and reports
to the Territorial Finance Council
at its regularly scheduled meetings
concerning the performance of the
portfolio and its investment managers.
Investment managers have
discretion to manage the assets in
their respective portfolios, in order
to achieve the investment objectives
within the guidelines set forth in the
Investment Policy Statement.
Transactions by the investment
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managers should be entered into on
the basis of best execution, which is
interpreted to mean best–realized
price. Notwithstanding the above, the
Investment Committee, in conjunction
with its Investment Consultant, may
direct the investment managers to
utilize brokerage commissions to pay
for service–based fees incurred by the
Territory in the management of the
invested assets.
The Investment Consultant
is responsible for the following
main areas: 1. Custody statement
reconciliation and performance
generation; 2. Asset allocation and
rebalancing recommendations;
3. Investment manager
recommendations and monitoring.
In addition to these three broad
areas, the Investment Consultant
will be responsible for attending all
Investment Committee meetings,
recommending appropriate

benchmarks, and closely following the
investment managers to ensure they
are adhering to their stated investment
philosophies.

Asset Allocation Strategy
The overall asset allocation strategy is
to diversify investments to provide a
balance that will enhance long–term
total return while avoiding undue risk
or concentration in any single asset
class or investment category.
The Investment Committee
has the responsibility to allocate
investment resources. In doing so,
the Investment Committee will
seek reasonable assurance that the
portfolio is well–diversified so that
no single security, class of securities,
or specific investment style will have
a disproportionate impact on the
portfolio’s aggregate investment results.
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Performance Evaluation
& Expectations
Total Portfolio Benchmarks
As specified earlier in this policy, the
portfolio’s primary objective is to earn
a minimal average annual real total
return (net of all fees) over rolling 10year periods. To achieve this objective,

each of the asset classes is invested
based upon an Asset Allocation Policy.
To measure the effectiveness of its
manager selections, the Investment
Committee monitors each asset class’s
performance versus an appropriate
target allocation benchmark. Each
asset class has a benchmark that
is based upon the portfolio’s Asset
Allocation Policy.
The investment results for each asset
class are evaluated individually using
the indicated market index.

Manager Benchmarks
Each asset class is evaluated using
broad market benchmarks. However,
each manager will be judged against
a narrower market benchmark
that reflects its specific style of
management. In many cases, this
benchmark will differ from the
broader asset class benchmarks. The
combination of manager benchmarks
within an asset class should closely
approximate the benchmark for that
asset class as a whole.

Over

970,000
people were assisted
by The Salvation Army
Eastern Territory for
the first time this year.
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Rebalancing
of the Portfolio
A projection of resources available for
allocation to the investment managers
and for withdrawals from the portfolio
is made periodically by the Territory’s
investment staff. The Investment
Committee will review these projections
in order to determine whether it is
necessary to rebalance the portfolio to
accommodate the withdrawal.
Rebalancing the portfolio to target
allocations should be reviewed at least
annually, when the target ratios are
reviewed. Additions to and withdrawals
from managers shall be made by the
investment staff in accordance with the
Investment Committee’s determination.
The investment staff will notify
managers sufficiently in advance of
withdrawal orders to allow for time to
build up the necessary liquid reserves.

Monitoring
of Investments
All managers are required to report
to the Investment Committee any
significant changes in their firm’s
ownership, organizational structure,
professional personnel, account
structure (e.g., number of accounts or
size of assets under management or
account minimums), or fundamental
investment philosophy.
The Investment Committee monitors
both the overall portfolio and the
individually managed portfolios
for consistency in each manager’s
investment philosophy, return relative
to objectives, and investment risk as
measured by asset concentration,
exposure to extreme economic
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International/Emerging
Markets Equity

In The Salvation Army

The following definitions may be used
to distinguish between developed and
emerging international securities.

Eastern Territory, public support
received during the year

International Developed Market
Equity: Listed equity securities traded
on developed non–U.S. markets.
Developed markets are defined as
those included in Morgan Stanley’s
EAFE index.

totaled more than

$400 Million
conditions, and volatility. At its
regularly scheduled meetings, the
Investment Committee reviews the
performance of the overall portfolio,
each of the asset allocations
as a whole, and the managers
individually.
Each manager reports on a
monthly basis total return net of all
commissions and fees, time–weighted
and dollar–weighted and segmented
at the level of each asset class. All
managers also present purchases
and sales for the quarter, portfolio
holdings at cost and at market value,
and an analysis of their portfolio
by sector. Managers communicate
regularly with the Investment
Committee concerning their
investment strategy and outlook.
The Investment Committee may
request that investment managers
be present at periodic meetings to
present their portfolios and results.
The Investment Committee will
report to the Board of Trustees at its
regularly scheduled meetings on the
performance of the portfolio.

Domestic/International/
Emerging Markets Equity
Domestic Capitalization
Definitions

1. The domestic equity portfolio
will be diversified according to
economic sector, industry, number
of holdings, and other investment
characteristics. However, it is
recognized that any actively
managed portfolio will not be
as diversified as the market. To
produce overall diversification,
equity managers will be selected
to employ different management
strategies that together achieve the
desired degree of diversification.
2. Domestic equity managers
are not permitted to hold
securities in corporations whose
primary business activity is the
manufacture, distribution or
marketing of alcohol, tobacco,
pornography, gaming, gaming
facilities, or munitions. The Army

Emerging Markets Equity: Listed
equity securities traded on emerging
non–U.S. markets. Emerging markets
are defined as any market that is not
included in Morgan Stanley’s EAFE index.
will also screen the managers’
portfolios in order to avoid holding
securities in companies that are
currently involved in very severe
environmental controversies.
3. Domestic equity managers are not
permitted to hold foreign securities
except American Depository
Receipts (“ADRs”).
4. No more than 5% of a manager’s
portfolio, at cost, may be held in
the securities of a single issuer.
5. Domestic equity managers should
not participate in short selling of
securities, the use of derivative
instruments, such as financial
futures and options, or any
speculative device.
6. A manager may only deviate from
these guidelines with advance
permission of the Territorial
Finance Council.

All restrictions listed for Domestic
Equity also apply to International/
Emerging Markets Equity with the
following additions and modifications:
1. Managers must hold securities in a
minimum of three countries at all
times.
2. Currency exposure may only be
hedged back to the U.S. dollar.
The decision to hedge is left to the
manager’s discretion. Derivative
instruments may be used to achieve
currency hedging as permitted under
this policy.

Fixed Income
1. Fixed income managers are not
permitted to hold securities in
corporations whose primary
business activity is the manufacture,
distribution or marketing of alcohol,
tobacco, pornography, gaming,
gaming facilities, or munitions. The
Army will also screen the managers’

portfolios in order to avoid holding
securities in companies that are
currently involved in very severe
environmental controversies.
2. A
 ll bond managers are expected to
maintain an average quality rating for
their portfolio that does not fall below
an S&P rating of A. In addition, no
more than 15% of the securities can
be rated below investment grade.
3. No more than 5% of a manager’s
portfolio, at cost, may be held in
the securities of a single corporate
issuer. This restriction does not
apply to securities issued by the U.S.
Government or a U.S. Government
Agency backed by the full faith and
credit of the U.S. Government.
4. The use of 144 (A) securities is
allowed.
5. Total exposure to foreign securities
cannot exceed 25% of the entire
portfolio, and foreign–denominated
bonds may not exceed more than
20% of the portfolio. The total foreign
exposure must maintain an average
quality rating of AA.
6. All fixed income managers are
prohibited from using private
placements, leveraged derivatives
of any sort, margin or commodities,
hedging except for currency where
foreign denominated bonds are
allowed, or any speculative device of
any sort.
7. A manager may only deviate from
these guidelines with advance
permission of the Territory.
The Territory employs investment
managers, partnerships or other

similar vehicles to pursue alternative
strategies (other than traditional long
only purchases of stocks or bonds)
for the purpose of diversifying the
market exposure of the portfolio
and enhancing its overall return.
No more than 5% of the portfolio
may be managed by any single such
alternative investment manager.
Alternative investments may
include venture capital investments,
private equity, timber, real estate,
commodities, oil and gas interests,
and derivative instruments based on
the foregoing, as well as domestic,
international, high–yield and
distressed securities. Currently
the alternative investment policy
asset allocation is 28% (increased
in January 2007 by 10%) of the
portfolios’ market value; allocating
12% to hedge funds, 7% for private
equity, and 3% each to timber, real
estate, and commodities. In each
case, the manager (as with traditional
managers) will be expected to operate
within the guidelines adopted when
the Investment Committee approved
the strategy.

Corporate Trust Portfolio
The Corporate Trust Portfolio of the
Territory, displayed on the following
pages, is comprised of the pooled
assets that have been received
through unrestricted gifts, wills, trusts,
or similar instruments, and surplus
funds from Territory operating units.
It also includes funds that have been
received as a result of donations from
wills or donors who designated a
permanent endowment account to
be created, and donations from wills
and other donors who placed specific
restrictions on their gifts.

NOTE: Grant Thornton LLP, Independent Certified Public Accountants, audits the consolidated statement of financial position, and the related statements of
activities, functional expenses and cash flows for the Territory, as of and for each fiscal year ending 9/30. Copies of its Audit Report are available upon request.
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CORPORATE TRUST PORTFOLIO

CORPORATE TRUST PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE
Total AUM: $2,332,454
Actual Asset Allocation as of 12/31/2020

Description Of Assets
Funds have been created by unrestricted gifts, wills, trusts, or similar instruments. This portfolio also includes surplus general
operating funds from Army units.

Optimal Asset Allocation
30

Investment Objectives

25

The primary objective of the investment portfolio is to support the operations of the Eastern Territory through a total return
investment strategy and a 5% spending policy, with the goal of preserving and enhancing the Eastern Territory’s inflationadjusted purchasing power of the pooled assets, without putting the principal value of these funds at imprudent risk.

Asset Allocation Parameters
–

34%

U.S. Equity Large/Mid Cap

2%

–

7%

U.S. Equity Small Cap

16%

–

24%

International Equity

5%

–

11%

Emerging Markets

18%

–

36%

Alternative Asset Classes

28%

10%

–

30%

Fixed Income

17%

0%

–

2%

Cash (Residual)

}

. . . . . . . . . . . . S&P 500

U.S. Equity Small Cap. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Russell 2000
International Equity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Morgan Stanley GDP Weighted EAFE Index
Emerging Markets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets Free
Fixed Income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barclays Aggregate Index
Barclays Intermediate Government Index
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12%

10

8%

6.5%

4%

9%
3.7%

5

0

0

U.S. Equity Large/Mid Cap
Emerging Markets

U.S. Equity Small Cap

Alternate Investments

International Equity

Fixed Income

Cash (residual)

Investment results: Corporate Trust Investments (Net Rates of Return)
Ending 12/31 »

2019/’20

2018/’19

3 Years

5 Years

7 years

10 Years

10.71%

16.94%

7.27%

8.85%

7.04%

7.98%

Optimal Benchmark Indices

12.14%

17.73%

8.19%

9.54%

7.50%

7.88%

CPI + 5%

6.48%

7.45%

7.09%

7.21%

6.80%

6.92%

10.13%

32.41%

10.24%

11.70%

9.71%

11.65%

18.40%

31.41%

14.18%

15.22%

12.92%

13.89%

29.51%

23.43%

14.91%

13.09%

11.33%

13.17%

19.96%

25.53%

10.25%

13.26%

9.34%

11.20%

5.31%

21.84%

2.44%

7.55%

5.21%

6.42%

7.82%

22.02%

4.28%

7.45%

4.39%

5.51%

16.56%

13.76%

5.23%

11.36%

5.34%

2.99%

MSCI Emerging Free

18.31%

18.44%

6.17%

12.81%

6.17%

3.63%

Alternate Asset Classes

8.13%

10.75%

8.63%

9.24%

7.98%

8.19%

Fixed Income

8.31%

8.01%

5.03%

5.21%

3.82%

3.85%

7.51%

8.72%

5.34%

4.44%

4.09%

3.84%

Trust Investment Portfolio

Total Fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CPI + 5%
Passive Investment in Optimal Asset
Allocation Portfolio

20.7%

15

5

8%

22.2%

20

17%

20%

Assets are expected to exceed these benchmarks over a full market cycle (three to five years). Investment managers are
expected to achieve their objectives while consistently adhering to their investment style.

18

20%

15

4%

Benchmarks (Net of Fees)

U.S. Equity Large/Mid Cap
Alternative Asset Classes

23%

23%

0%

26%
25

20

Long–Term Optimal

19%

30

28%

10

Operating Range

Actual Asset Allocation

U.S. Equity Large/Mid Cap
S&P 500
U.S. Equity Small Cap
Russell 2000
International Equity
MSCI EAFE
Emerging Markets

Barclays Capital Aggregate

NOTE: Optimum Benchmark Indices are the weighted average of the individual benchmark indices.
All investment rates of return are net of fees.
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PLANNED GIVING PORTFOLIO

PLANNED GIVING PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE

Description Of Assets
Donations under split–interest agreements (charitable trusts, pooled income funds, and gift annuities) are either unrestricted,
donor–restricted, or endowments, depending on the donors’ stipulation. The individual trusts have assets allocated from each of
these pools appropriate for the trusts’ income distribution requirements. The investment of the gift annuity assets is segregated
from all of the other assets as mandated by New York State law. The benchmarks for investment performance measurement
are combined figures of standard indices, weighted proportionally to the allocation of the respective class of the specific State
Street Global Asset Management Fund employed.

Investment Objectives
Equity Investment Pool: Growth of principal and attractive risk–adjusted returns to provide equity diversification and
consistent growth for trust portfolios.
Fixed Income Investment Pool: Principal preservation and attractive current income to provide diversification of fixed income
assets for trust portfolios.
Gift Annuity Assets: Preservation of principal to meet gift annuity liabilities, with modest growth of principal to provide
inflation protection.

Total AUM: $91,780,765
Actual Asset Allocation as of 12/31/2020
80

80

35

35

35

70

70

70

30

30

30
28.1%

60

60

60

60

25

25

25

50

50

50

50

50
20

20

20

40

40

40

40

40
15

15

15

10

10

10

5

5

5

0

0

0

80

80

70

70

70

60

60

50
40
30

30
20

20

10

10

10

0

65.7%

30

20

0

19.2%
7.0% 6.5%

0

Fixed Income Pool

Gift Annuity Assets

65.3%

0.0%

34.8%

U.S. Equity Small Cap

6.7%

0.0%

4.9%

International Equity

19.6%

0.0%

14 .8%

Emerging Markets

7.2%

0.0%

5.0%

Corporate/Government Bonds

0.0%

74.1%

28 .7%

U.S. Inflation Protected Bonds

0.0%

5.0%

0.0%

High Yield

0.0%

10.2%

4.9%

Emerging Debt

0.0%

10.1%

4.8%

Cash (Residual)

1.2%

0.7%

2.2%

U.S. Equity Large/Mid Cap

Benchmarks (Net of Fees)
Assets are expected to exceed these benchmarks over a full–market cycle (three to five years). Investment managers are
expected to achieve their objectives while consistently adhering to their investment style.
Total Fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CPI + 3%
U.S. Equity Large/Mid Cap. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S&P 500
U.S. Equity Small Cap. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Russell 2000/2500
International Equity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Morgan Stanley EAFE Index
Emerging Markets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets Free
Fixed Income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30-day U.S. Treasury Bills
Barclays High Yield Index
Barclays Aggregate Index

20

1.6%

73.9%

30

30

30

20

20

20

10

10

10

0

0
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10.2% 10.1%

0

Equity Pool

Long–Term Optimal
Equity Pool

34.7%

80

80

5.0%

0.8%

Fixed Income Pool
U.S. Equity Large/Mid Cap

Emerging Markets

5.2% 5.1% 5.0% 4.7%

2.5%

Gift Annuity Assets

U.S. Equity Small Cap

Corporate/Government Bonds
High Yield

14.7%

Emerging Debt

International Equity
U.S. Inflation Protected Bonds

Cash (residual)

Investment Results (Net Rates of Return)
Ending 12/31 »

2019/’20

2018/’19

11.5%

19%

7.7%

9.3%

7.4%

8.1%

CPI + 3%

4.4%

5.3%

5.0%

5.1%

4.7%

4.8%

Equities Pool

13.3%

25.6%

8.9%

11.8%

9.5%

10.5%

16.5%

28.3%

11.5%

13.6%

10.8%

11.6%

7.5%

9.8%

5.5%

5.4%

4.4%

4.4%

7.2%

9.8%

5.1%

4.7%

4.1%

4.0%

11.0%

18.9

7.5%

9.2%

7.4%

8.1%

13.4%

19.9

9.2%

9.7%

7.7%

8.0%

11.7%

18.9%

7.7%

8.9%

7.1%

7.7%

13.4%

-4.3 %

9.1%

9.1%

6.4%

4.4%

Planned Giving Assets

Optimum Benchmark Indices
Fixed Income Pool
Optimum Benchmark Indices
Gift Annuity Fund
Optimum Benchmark Indices
Beardslee Family Fund
Optimum Benchmark Indices

3 Years

5 Years

7 Years

10 Years

NOTE: Optimum benchmark indices are the weighted average of the individual funds’ benchmark indices.
All investment rates of return are net of fees.
In compliance with changes in New York and New Jersey laws related to the investment to the annuity reserve fund, The Salvation
Army is now utilizing the more diversified Prudent Investor strategy as opposed to the previously state mandated investment in
government securities.
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Eastern Territorial Headquarters
440 West Nyack Road West Nyack, NY 10994–1739 (845) 620–7200

Northern New England Command
(Vermont, New Hampshire, & Maine)

297 Cumberland Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 774–6304
Massachusetts Command

25 Shawmut Road, Canton, MA 02021
(339) 502–5900
Southern New England Command
(Connecticut & Rhode Island)

855 Asylum Avenue, Hartford, CT 06105
(860) 543–8400
Empire State Command

200 Twin Oaks Drive, Syracuse, NY 13206
(315) 434–1300
Greater New York Command

120 West 14th Street, New York, NY 10011–7393
(212) 337–7200

Eastern Pennsylvania and Delaware Command

701 North Broad Street, Philadelphia, PA 19123
(215) 787–2800
Western Pennsylvania Command

700 North Bell Avenue, Carnegie, PA 15106
(412) 446–1500
Northeast Ohio Command

2507 East 22nd Street, Cleveland, OH 44115
(216) 861–8185
Southwest Ohio and Northeast Kentucky Command

114 East Central Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 45202
(513) 762–5600
Puerto Rico/Virgin Islands Command

1679 Ave. Ponce De León, San Juan PR 00909-1801
(787) 999–7000

New Jersey Command

4 Gary Road, Union, NJ 07083–5598
(908) 851–9300
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440 West Nyack Road, West Nyack, 10994
(845) 732–4100

College for Officer Training

The Salvation Army food pantries provide valuable meal supplementation
while helping those in need maintain their independence and dignity.
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Adult Rehabilitation Centers Command

201 Lafayette Ave, Suffern, NY 10901
(845) 368–7200
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MISSION STATEMENT
The Salvation Army, an international
movement, is an evangelical part of the
universal Christian church. Its message
is based on the Bible. Its ministry is
motivated by the love of God. Its mission
is to preach the gospel of Jesus Christ
and to meet human needs in His name
without discrimination.

USA EASTERN TERRITORIAL HEADQUARTERS
440 WEST NYACK ROAD
WEST NYACK, NY 10994–1739

